FRESHMAN DINNER SATURDAY AT UNION

Speakers Will Be Announced Tomorrow — Tickets on Sale At Union.

Preparations for the Freshman dinner are practically completed, and the committee in charge promises an unusually attractive menu and list of speakers. The names of the speakers, with their subjects, will be announced tomorrow. The dinner will begin at six o'clock, and close promptly at eight, so the men can attend the Tech-Harvard wrestling meet. Tickets can now be obtained from P. E. Hilliard, B. E. Bell, L. E. Wyman, and E. W. Curtin. After today they will be on sale at the cage.

SENIOR PORTFOLIO

Sittings for Year Book Pictures Still Desired.

The Senior Portfolio Committee will have a table at the Union every day for the rest of the week and desires that all 1914 men who have not yet made appointments to have their pictures taken should do so as soon as possible. About half of the class have already signed up and the remainder should have their names in before the middle of next week.

Men are requested to make a special effort to get the proofs back to the photographer as soon as possible after making a choice, as a delay in this matter will cause much annoyance.

The fact that a man is not going to graduate with the class does not bar him from having his picture in the Portfolio. All who entered as members of 1914 and are taking the majority of their subjects with the class, or paying their dues to the class, or expect to graduate with the class, are desired to participate in this feature of the Portfolio.

The committee will decide very soon upon the engraver to whom the work will be given. Any suggestions from members of the class will be welcome.

MANDOLIN CLUB

During the rehearsal of the Mandolin Club last Monday it was decided to have the rehearsals on Monday and Thursday as they were last term. These rehearsals will be started promptly at four-thirty and finish promptly at four-thirty and fines of ten cents will be given. Any suggestions from members of the class will be welcome.

TECHNOLOGY-HARVARD BANQUET IS CONSIDERED

Cosmopolitan Club and Harvard Cosmopolitan Club To Plan Joint Banquet.

At a meeting of the Cosmopolitan Club yesterday afternoon in Room C, it was decided to consider plans for a combined Technology-Harvard banquet at which both President MacAlpin and President Lowell should speak. It was suggested the banquet be held at the Engineer's Club or at some place suitable large and fitting for the importance of the occasion.

A public entertainment will be held in Huntington Hall on March 28 for the purpose of raising more money. The entertainments given by the Cosmopolitan Club in the past indicate that this entertainment will be well attended.

Dr. Nasmyth told about the Convention that was held in Iowa during the Christmas vacation. He also told about the 1915 and 1916 Conventions. In 1915 the Convention will be held in San Francisco in conjunction with the Exposition. The year following the Convention will be held in Boston, since by that time it is expected that the new Technology will have been completed and that the Technology-Harvard Alliance will have gone into effect.

The picture was taken yesterday noon in the open space between the Rogers and Walker Buildings.

There were about fifty in the picture including Prof. Burton, Dr. Nasmyth, and Mr. Blackstein, and it is highly probable that no fifty persons ever came so near freezing as old ones.

GLEE CLUB REHEARSAL

The Glee Club will hold a rehearsal in the Union today at five-fifteen. This meeting will be a short one as it is necessary only to run through the program of songs for Friday's concert. This will be the last rehearsal before the concert and it is absolutely necessary that every member of the club be present. Absentees will receive a double fine.

NEW MONTHLY

The New Monthly is in need of articles of any sort concerning other colleges. There may be either criticism or simply news items. All such articles should be handed in as soon as possible. There is an attempt to be made of the College Comment at the Tech Office or the Cage. They must be signed in order to give due credit to the author, but will be published anonymously if wished. Nothing sent in after Tuesday next can be accepted.

HOCKEY TEAM READY TO MEET COLUMBIA FRIDAY

Team Now Materially Strengthened and Promises To Put Up a Snappy Game.

Tech's hockey team is in good shape for the scrimmage with Columbia which comes off this Friday evening at the Arena. The game promises to be as snappy as Columbia has the distinction of recently defeating Cornell. The return of Eichorn, who played on the Institute team last year, materially strengthens the Tech team.

By the new plan of leasing the Arena, the management expects to get enough money to hire a coach. The tickets are selling fairly well. It is up to every fellow to support the team as any deficit incurred must be met by the M. I. T. A.

NO T. C. A. SOCIALE

Conflict with Chemical Society Prevents Making Friday.

The T. C. A. regrets that it finds it necessary to announce that the proposed social which was to be held tomorrow night has been called off. This is somewhat regrettable since a large number of men had already been under way, and a program of entertainment had been arranged. The reason for not holding the social is the fact that the Chemical Society is to have its meeting in the Union on that evening, thus conflicting with the T. C. A. plans. It is probable that the social will be held at a future date.

The election for the vacant offices, notably that of one of president, will, however, be held tomorrow. The ballots will be obtainable at the Cage in the Union on that day.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY

On the various bulletin boards is posted a list of the members of the M. I. T. Chemical Society as it will appear in Technique. If there are any corrections or omissions to the list as it now stands, members are requested to notify J. F. Hamilton, care of The Cage, before Monday, Feb. 16th. All students, except freshmen, of the chemical courses, viz: Courses E, V, X, XIV, are eligible for membership and their names will be included on the list if the society's dues are paid before the above date.

Western Reserve University is having a great discussion and continues to make an attempt to be held by the Central Association of Colleges as a first class institution.

Science claims 134 foreign students including 22 nationals. There are 53 Chinese.

SHOW COMPETITION SATURDAY AFTERNOON

All Candidates for Both Cast and Chorus Should Report For Tryouts.

Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock tryouts for cast and chorus of Tech Show open. The title of this year's book "A Royal Jollitude," is very good and the book itself is also clever with many excellent lines.

The lyrics which were accepted were of high standard so that catchy and tuneful airs have been written in every case where a piece is desired. This should make it all the more interesting for those men who intend to come out, for it is always pleasant to sing a good song with plenty of life and action to it. The competition will be a vocal one and there will be no dancing at all.

The Show is one of the principal activities in which we now have and now is the time for every new man to experience a great pleasure in the life here. To be sure, rehearsals take time, but a man feels repaid for his work by the pleasure he derives from his labor.

It is essential that every man coming out for the competition be able to carry this activity with his studies. If any man is in doubt about his ability to do both he should not come out.

Last year about one hundred or more were present at the first trial and it is hoped and expected that as many will be present Saturday. Stage Manager Hughes will be in charge of the competition and every man coming out is sure to get a square deal.

INSTITUTE COMMITTEE

The regular meeting of the Institute Committee will be held today at four-fifteen in Room 8 Engr. C. In addition to the regular reports of the standing committees there will be reports from several special committees.

CALENDAR

Thursday, February 12, 1914.
1.30—T. C. A. Talk. Union.
4.15—Institute Comm. Meeting. 6 Engr. C.
5.00—Glee Club Rehearsal. Union.
5.00—Chemical Club. Exec. Comm. Union.
Friday, February 13, 1914.
1.30—News Board of THE TECH.
2.00—Name Contest for New Monthly.
7.30—Chemical Society. Union.
8.15—Tech-Columbia Hockey Game. Arena.
Saturday, February 14, 1914.
2.30—Name Contest for New Monthly. Union.
6.30—Freshman Class Dinner. Union.

TECH-COLUMBIA HOCKEY GAME FRIDAY NIGHT.
THE TECH

THE TECH is seriously in need of men. We have issued a call for candidates, and are looking to the student body to fill the gaps. Are we asking too much?

"SPIKES"

Three years ago today our relay team beat Dartmouth at the annual B. A. A. games. The team, composed of Thompson, P. D. White, T. Goulah and S. A. B. D. L. S. made the distance in 3 minutes, 9 1/2 seconds, over a second faster than the time made last Saturday night. In the same meet Wilson '14 got second in the 49-yard dash, and Dalrymple '13 got second in the high, with a jump of 5 1/2 feet, 11 inches.

Yesterday the shorter distance relay trials were held for the three remaining places on the team. O'Hara is assured of a place on the quartet. Three others showed up decidedly well.

Our shorter distance team will have to perform brilliantly to beat the Harvard team. The latter is very likely to break all records, judging by last Saturday night.

Trials for the 780 relay men will be run off next Saturday afternoon.

Ponn is making all candidates for the track team fill out blanks relative to their former athletic activity. The idea is to reduce to a minimum the professionalism in collegiate ranks.

The Athletic Association has taken a step which will test as nothing has been done before. The losing team is to call up, when it is convenient, the team so largely composed of new men. If a coach can be secured, it is not yet too late to save our track, and establish a real track team.

Our shorter distance team will have to perform brilliantly to beat the Harvard team. The latter is very likely to break all records, judging by last Saturday night.

Trials for the 780 relay men will be run off next Saturday afternoon.

Columbia has dropped its annual indoor relay carnival. This action is due to the belief that such a carnival should be staged under the direction of the C. A. A. A. and not under the auspices of an individual college.

It is now being proposed that an amendment to the by-laws of the I. C. A. A. A. be made at the meeting to be held on the last of this month. The amendment will introduce the scoring of fifth place in the relay and field events. This would be a great thing for track athletics. The innovation would still further reduce the possibility of stars winning the meet for a comparatively poor team at the expense of a better, well-balanced aggregation. An example of this happened last year when W. H. C. W. W. M. W. M. C. S. won ten points for his team. These were the only points scored by his team, but it was enough to beat our team which won two seconds, a third and a fourth.

H. B. Cross, who will meet us in a dual meet this spring, was represented by a team that did a second better than ours at the B. A. A. games. It is the first clue we have to the make-up of their present track team.

NOTICE

If there are any members of the Technology Aero Club who have not heard from the Institute, they should kindly communicate with J. M. Livermore, '14, by leaving their names at the Cage.

THE SECRET OF GOOD BATTING

is similar to the secret of good business—it happens to some and just misses the others.

If there ever was a commercial home run it’s Fatima, the Turkish-blend cigarette. The expert who conceived this blend was none other than Fatima. It was first lined out in the college towns—the student body quickly proclaimed them winners. Today Fatima is the biggest selling cigarette in this country.

The secret is—pure, good, choice tobacco—no expense in the package—quality all in the smoke—"Twenty."
The Technology Union Dining Room is conducted on a co-operative basis for the benefit of the students of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It serves wholesome food at the lowest possible prices, and furnishes employment to students.

All Goods Required by Students at Maclachlan’s
502 Boylston Street
Drawing Instruments and Materials, Fountain Pens, Text Books

Trinity Court Bowling Alleys
TECH BOWLING HEADQUARTERS
Established 1895
Opposite the Union

Two minutes’ walk from all Tech Buildings. Unexcelled facilities; the most fastidious Bowler can enjoy this

Buildings. Unexcelled facilities; the
Established 1898
Opposite the Union
Bowling Alleys

Established 1898
Opposite the Union

“The Meistersinger” will be given again
“Don Giovanni” and “Manon” revived—Miss Nielson to
Sing Sunday.
Revivals of “Don Giovanni” and of “Manon,” with exceptionally interesting casts, and repertories of three of the successes of the season will make the forthcoming week an unusually interesting one at the Boston Opera House.

The concert on the even of Sunday, Feb. 15th, will mark Miss Alice Nielson’s second appearance in concert this season; and judging by the welcome which was accorded her at her first concert, she will be enthusiastically received. With her will be heard Mr. Edward Johnson and M. Maclachlan, Fournari, and Wronski. On Monday evening, “Die Meistersinger” will be repeated with two changes in cast; Miss Elizabeth Amsden will be heard for the first time as Fye, a role that is peculiarly well suited to her; and Mr. Herbert Witherspoon will sing the part of Pogner. Mr. LaFitte will be the Walther, Mr. Hinshaw the Sachs, Mr. Leochardt the Beckmesser, and Andre-Caplet will conduct. The curtain will rise at 7 o’clock.

Wednesday evening will bring a repertory of the extraordinary new opera, “The Love of the Three Kings,” which has been the great success of the season in Boston, as in New York. This performance will be new in many ways, as two of the principal parts will be in the hands of new interpreters. Mme. Luisa Vilani, who created the part of Fifi at the premiere at La Scala last spring, will sing this role; and Mr. Marcourt will be heard for the first time as Archibaldo, the old blind king. This role should bring the famous baritone new laurels, as it will afford him an unusual opportunity for the exercise of his vocal and dramatic powers. Mr. Ancena will be the Manfredo, and of course Mr. Ferrand-Fontana, will be the Avito. Mr. Morazzeni will conduct.

On Friday evening Mozart’s “Don Giovanni” will be restored to the repertory in a performance that promises to be a notable one, considering the exceptional cast which is announced to appear. Miss Destain will sing the role of Donna Anna, Miss Amsden will be the Donna Elvira, Miss Tezzi the Zerlina, Mr. Marcourt the Don, Mr. Ledikar the Leopoldo, and Mr. Marcondes the Commander. Andre-Caplet will conduct.

“Manon” of Massenet will be sung on Saturday afternoon with Miss Garden and Mr. Muratore in the leading roles. This opera has not been heard here for two seasons, and should be very welcome to the opera-going public. Mr. Charles Stewart will conduct this performance.

On Saturday evening a very unusual performance will be given, presenting Miss Maggie Tezzi as Madama Butterfly. Miss Swartz-Morse will be the Suzuki, Mr. LaFitte the Pinkerton, and Mr. Blanchard the Sharpless. Mr. Morazzeni will conduct. The popular scale of prices will prevail in the balconies, and the regular prices for the orchestra and the boxes.

The successful revival of “Don Giovanni” will make the forthcoming week an unusually interesting one at the Boston Opera House.

McMORROW
College Shoes for College Men
238 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
OPPOSITE THOMPSON’S SPA

Every Day We are Opening Our New Importations
Of Madras and Cheviet for Custom Made Shirts.

New Importations

White Bosom Shirts made to order $3.50 upward.

White Bosom Shirts for Dress or Business $2.00 upward.

Quality of Workmanship and Fit Guaranteed.

C. F. HOVEY & CO.

Summer, Chauncy and Avon Sts.
BOSTON, MASS.

Table for Steel Detailing and Designing

By J. A. AURINGER C. E., A. B. CO. ENG’R.

These Tables are for the draftsman and designer of steel structures compiled from the AMERICAN BRIDGE CO.’S Green Book of Standards, with new indexed material. It is just the book for the draftsman, designer, constructor, estimator, and steel company owner. It will save the user time, expense and worry and it can be used for any drafting room.

A key word is found under “A”; “B”, “C”,”D”, etc. and under any table or diagram is readily turned to (the draftsman’s chief point).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Per Set Unbound Plates</th>
<th>$5.00 Net</th>
<th>150 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price in Black Leather Binder</th>
<th>Indexed, $7.00 Net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price in Red Leather Binder</td>
<td>Indexed, $6.00 Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Per Set Unbound Plates</td>
<td>$5.00 Net</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special Price to Students

W. T. HUNT, Jr. Structural Books

Go to METCALF’S
For Your
| Medicine, Toilet Articles, Soda, Candy |
| Tobacco |

CLARENDON AND BOYLSTON STREETS

Prescription Druggists Since 1837
Tobacco That is Good For Your Nerves

Tuxedo actually soothes the nerves. It is just mild enough to keep your nervous system in poise, your muscles in tone. Unlike other tobaccos, Tuxedo burns cool and slow. There cannot be a speck of irritation in a pound of Tuxedo.

Great singers smoke Tuxedo just before a performance. Public speakers testify to its soothing influence.

Doctors recommend it to smokers whose throats are delicate.

Tuxedo

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

The secret of its superiority is the unique "Tuxedo Process" by which all the unpleasant features are eliminated from tobacco.

Another reason is that Tuxedo is made from the best tobacco-grown in the choicest, mildest, mellowest leaves of the highest grade Burley tobaccos.

Tuxedo is widely imitated—but no other manufacturer has succeeded in making a tobacco as good as Tuxedo.

Tuxedo will give you the greatest pleasure and satisfaction that money can buy.

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE

Convenient pouch, 75c, 1.00c
Famous press, 2and 2.10c
In Glass Humidors, 50c and 90c

FREE Send us 2 cents in stamps for post-age and we will mail you a souveni re of TUXEDO TOBACCO to any point in the United States. Address THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY Room 129, 115 Fifth Avenue New York

THE CHOCOLATES THAT ARE DIFFERENT For Sale at the Union

WANTED—Track men to report to Coach Hamlin for track practice. Basketball men also wanted. For banquet large or small see Mr. Hyams.